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Chapterr 3
Eventt Simulation
Thee experimentally measured charged current events need to be converted into
crosss sections. This requires corrections for finite detector efficiencies, resolutionss and acceptances. A chain of computer programs were used to simulate
thee physics processes and correct for these effects. Moreover, the simulation
off background physics processes mimicking CC events were used to correct the
finalfinal measurement. For the simulation of the physics processes Monte Carlo,
MC,, simulation programs were used. The generation of events is performed in
threee main steps:
hard ep scattering process;
QCD cascades;
hadronisation.
Inn this chapter an overview will be presented of the MC programs used to
simulatee the various physics processes.
Figuree 3.1 shows a diagram of the ZEUS off-line software chain. The events
fromm the MC event generators are passed, using the ZDIS interface, to the full
detectorr simulation program, MOZART [30], which is based on GEANT 3.13 [45].
Thee MOZART program, which contains a detailed description of the material
compositionn and geometry of the detector, simulates the passage of all the
particless in the event through the various subdetectors. The simulated data
createdd by MOZART are passed to the data acquisition chain and trigger system
simulation,, performed by the computer program ZGANA [46]. The simulated
dataa is reconstructed by ZEPHYR and stored in the same data format as the
eventss measured by the ZEUS detector, and can be further processed with
off-linee tools like EAZE, for analysis, and ZEVIS [47], for event visualisation.
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FigureFigure 3.1. Schematic diagram of the ZEUS off-line software chain.

3.1.. Signal Monte Carlo
Thee charged current events were simulated using DJANGOH 1.1 [48] which interfacess HERACLES 4.6.1 [49] to LEPTO 6.5 [50]. The computer program LEPTO
wass used to simulate the hard ep scattering process and HERACLES was used to
includee the radiative corrections, comprising single photon emission from the
leptonn as well as self energy corrections and the complete set of one-loop weak
corrections.. The mass of the W boson was calculated using the values for the
finefine structure constant, the Fermi constant, the mass of the Z boson and the
masss of the top quark published by the Particle Data Group [51], PDG, and with
thee Higgs boson mass set to 100 GeV. The parametrisation of the parton distributionn functions, PDFs, of CTEQ5D [52] were used by LEPTO in the hard scatteringg processes. The QCD cascade was simulated by the colour dipole model,
CDM,, of ARIADNE 4.10 [53]. The QCD cascade was modelled by ARIADNE by
emittingg gluons from a chain of independently radiating dipoles spanning colourr connected partons. Monte Carlo events generated with the QCD cascading
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TableTable 3.1. Generated Monte Carlo samples of charged current events.
Montee Carlo samples

e~p —+ veX
<7( P b) )

78.943 3
Q2>10GeV22
22
2
72.778 8
QQ >> 100 GeV
xx > 0.1 28.201
Q2>100GeV2 2
xx > 0.3 5.6590
Q 2 >> 100 GeV2
14.445 5
Q 2 >> 5000 GeV2
5.3854 4
QQ22 > 10000 GeV2
1.1339 9
QQ22>> 20000 GeV2

e+p — VeX

Apb- 1 ) ) <r(pb) ) Apb"1) )
316.01 1
343.41 1
354.28 8
882.31 1
1037.4 4
1856.9 9
8819.1 1

45.202 2 553.07 7
39.774 4 628.56 6
9.6417 7 1037.2 2
1.2716 6 3932.1 1
3.1998 8 4687.8 8
0.6828 8 7322.8 8
0.0619 9 80775.4 4

modell of LEPTO, the matrix element parton shower, MEPS, model, instead of
thee CDM of ARIADNE were used as a systematic check for the model dependence
off the QCD cascade, see Sect. 6.5.2. Finally, the hadronisation was simulated
usingg the Lund string model as implemented in JETSET 7.4 [54].
Thee CC DIS ep cross section falls rapidly with increasing Q2 and x. Hence,
differentt samples of CC events were generated with increasing thresholds in
QQ22 and x in order to have sufficient numbers of events to make the statistical
uncertaintiess arising from the MC simulation negligible compared to those of
thee data. The thresholds in Q2 and x were defined from the incoming and
outgoingg lepton. The various samples were merged and normalised to the data
luminosity.. In Table 3.1 the CC DIS MC samples generated with ARIADNE
CDMM are listed. Equivalent samples were generated with the MEPS model.

3.2.. Background Monte Carlo
Variouss processes can form a background in the charged current event sample.
Thee MC programs used to generate these background events, and the samples
usedd to estimate the background will be discussed now.

3.2.1.. Neutral Current DIS
Neutrall current, NC, events can form a background when the energy of the
scatteredd electron is not fully measured, i.e. when the electron goes into the
crackk region of the calorimeter, or due to fluctuations in the energy measurement.. The NC MC events were generated with the same MC programs as used
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forr the generation of the CC MC events, using CDM of ARIADNE for the QCD
cascade.. They are listed in Table 3.2 together with the corresponding luminosity.. The minimum generated Q2 is Q2 = 100 GeV2. Although it is possible that
NCC events with lower Q2 can also form a background it is very hard to produce
NCC MC events samples with Q2 < 100 GeV2 with a luminosity comparable
too the data luminosity, since the number of events which has to be generated
becomess very large.
TableTable 3.2. Generated Monte Carlo samples of neutral current events.
Montee Carlo samples

e p— e X
1
ff(pb) ff(pb)API)" ) )

Q2>100GeV2 2
Q2>400GeV2 2
QQ22>> 1250 GeV2
QQ22>> 2500 GeV2
QQ22>> 5000 GeV2
QQ22>> 10000 GeV2
QQ22>> 20000 GeV2
QQ22>> 30000 GeV2
QQ22>> 40000 GeV2
QQ22>> 50000 GeV2

8.1610 3 3
1.20-103 3
2.17-102 2
7.18-101 1
2.17-101 1
5.36-10° °
8.47-10"1 1
1.85-10"1 1
4.26-10~2 2
9.1910" 3 3

4.66-101 1
5.01-101 1
1.15-102 2
1.67-102 2
5.54-102 2
2.2410 3 3
1.42-104 4
3.2410 4 4
1.41-105 5
6.5340 5 5

e+p — e+X
<7( P b) )

Apb" 1 1

8.12-103 3
1.17-103 3
1.98-102 2
5.89-101 1
1.48-101 1
2.79-10° °
3.1010" 1 1
5.44-10-2 2
1.09-10"2 2
2.12-HT 3 3

1.16-102 2
1.03-102 2
2.5310 2 2
4.07-102 2
1.62-103 3
8.59-103 3
7.74-104 4
2.20-105 5
1.10-106 6
5.66-106 6

3.2.2.. Photoproduction
Neutrall current interactions with Q2 ~ OGeV2 are categorised as photoproduction,, php, interactions. Typically php events are multi-jet events with low
missingg transverse momentum and a scattered electron that escapes undetectedd through the rear beampipe. Since the cross section of php is much larger
thann the charged current cross section, php interactions can form a serious
backgroundd when the energy of the jets produced in the events is not fully
measured,, i.e. due to fluctuations in the energy measurement for events with a
largee transverse energy, ET = Xli EiSmOi, or due to particles produced in the
interactionn not (fully) measured by the detector (neutrinos, muons).
Twoo types of photoproduction interactions were simulated. The first type is
directt photoproduction. Here the incoming photon acts as a point-like particle
inn the interaction with the quarks of the proton. Figures 3.2(a) and 3.2(b)
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FigureFigure 3.2. Leading order direct photoproduction processes: (a) QCD Compton
andand (b) boson gluon fusion. Examples of resolved photoproduction processes: (c)
andand (d).
showw two diagrams contributing to the direct php process. The second type is
resolvedd photoproduction, where the incoming photon acts as a source of quarks
andd gluons interacting with the quarks and gluons of the proton. Figures 3.2(c)
andd 3.2(d) show two diagrams contributing to the resolved php process.
Thee php events were generated with the HERWIG 5.9 [55] MC program. Since
thee php cross section is very large, only events that could mimic a charged
currentt events were selected by requirements on Px,h and Ex,h at the physics
generatorr level. Pr,h and -Er,h are the vector sum and scalar sum of the transversee energy of the generated final state particles that are not neutrinos and
havee 0.038 < 9 < 3.081 (i.e. excluding particles leaving through the beampipe).
Thee generated php MC samples are listed in Table 3.3 together with their Py,h
andd Exth selection thresholds. It has been verified that events with lower Pxth
orr Er,h do not form a background in the CC event sample.
TableTable 3.3. Generated Monte Carlo samples of direct and resolved
photoproductionphotoproduction events.

a(pb))

Montee Carlo Samples
directt php
PT > 6 GeV OR ET
directt php
PT > 6 GeV OR ET
directt php
PT > 6 GeV OR ET
resolvedd php PT > 6 GeV OR ET
resolvedd php PT > 6 GeV OR ET
resolvedd php PT > 6 GeV OR ET

> 18 GeV
> 20 GeV
> 30 GeV
> 18 GeV
> 20 GeV
> 30 GeV

2.17-104 4
1.56-104 4
3.62-103 3
1.16-105 5
7.92-104 4
1.19-104 4

Apb"1)
4.60 0
35.9 9
331.5 5
3.03 3
22.7 7
302.5 5
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3.2.3.. Charged Lepton Production
Chargedd lepton production in ep interactions can form a background in the CC
eventt sample when a p+p~ pair, di-muon, or T+T~ pair, di-tau, is created via
thee process shown in Figure 3.3(a). In the case of di-muon production, the
muonss act as MIPs in the calorimeter and can leave the calorimeter without
beingg stopped, giving rise to a missing transverse momentum in the event. In
di-tauu production, Pr.miss can be caused by neutrinos from the r decay leaving
thee detector undetected. The GRAPE-Dilepton [56] MC generator was used
too generate samples of both di-muon and di-tau events. In order to cover the
wholee kinematic region events were generated in three categories: elastic, quasielasticc and DIS processes. In Table 3.4 the generated di-lepton event samples
withh their luminosity are listed.
TableTable 3.4- Generated Monte Carlo samples of di-lepton events.
Montee Carlo samples

e p —* e 1+1 X

e+p — e+l+l

X
1

a(pb) ) AP»"1) ) <r(pb) ) Apb" ) )
p+p-p+p-elastic c
ll+p-ll+pquasi-elastic c
pp++p-p- DIS S
TT++T~ T~elastic c
TT++T~ T~ quasi-elastic c
TT++TT-- DIS S

10.1 1
5.13 3
19.2 2
6.34 4
3.66 6
7.71 1

1078.66 6
19012.1 1
5934.24 4
1024.26 6
29809.4 4
13352.9 9

10.1 1
5.13 3
19.2 2
6.34 4
3.66 6
7.70 0

2059.26 6
20018.5 5
8635.92 2
2048.52 2
30792.3 3
14404.5 5

Noo e+e~ pairs, di-electrons, were generated. Di-electron production does
nott form a background in the CC event sample since the electrons are fully
containedd within the detector.
3.2.4.. Single W Production
Electron-protonn interactions in which a real W boson is produced are indicated
ass single W production. The dominant process for single W production is shown
inn Fig. 3.3(b). Single W production can form a background in the CC event
sample,, when the W decays semi-leptonically into a lepton and a neutrino, and
thee neutrino leaves the detector undetected giving rise to PT,missInn an analogous way as for php, two categories are distinguished; resolved
andd DIS single W production. In resolved W production the incoming photon
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FigureFigure 3.3. Example diagrams of: (a) di-lepton production via a two photon
interactioninteraction and (b) single W production. The W can decay to a quark-antiquark
pairpair or a lepton-antilepton pair.
actss as a source of quarks and gluons interacting with the proton. Then the W
productionn can be thought of as qq —> W, where one of the quarks is regarded
ass a constituent of the photon [57]. In DIS W production, the photon acts as
aa point-like particle. In Table 3.5 the samples of single W production events
aree listed with the corresponding luminosity, which were generated with the
EPVECC [58] MC generator.
TableTable 3.5. Generated Monte Carlo samples of direct and resolved
singlesingle W events.
Montee Carlo Samples

resolved d

]DIS
]

S
1

1

a(pb) ) Apb" ) ) a(pb) ) Apb" ) )
e~pe~p -> e~W-X
e~pe~p -» e~W+X
e+pe+p -» e+W'X
e+pe+p -> e+W+X

0.0262 2
0.0329 9
0.0262 2
0.0329 9

3.82-105 5
3.04-105 5
3.82-105 5
3.04-105 5

0.0883 3
0.1036 6
0.0871 1
0.1061 1

1.13-105 5
9.65-104 4
1.15-105 5
9.43-104 4
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